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Item 2.04 Triggering Events That Accelerate or Increase a Direct Financial Obligation or an Obligation under an Off-Balance
Sheet Arrangement.
As previously reported, Cardinal Resources, Inc. (the "Company") has outstanding various convertible promissory notes. Two
of these notes have matured, and are in default with outstanding principal, accrued interest and penalties in the amounts of $ 533,776.39
including legal fees, regular interest and default interest ("Note 1") and $9,900 ("Note 2"), respectively. Effective January 19, 2017, the
Company reached a settlement with the holder of Note 1 to pay a total of $250,000 in 21 equal monthly cash payments, the first of which
was made on January 23, 2017. Effective January 17, 2017, the Company agreed with the holder of Note 2 to cancel a pending
conversion to stock and pay off the outstanding amount owed in a single cash payment.
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